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Introduction

In this paper we consider some problems in the analysis of
either quantitative or qualitative (categorical) data laid out in rows
and columns. This distinction between quantitative and qualitative
data is by no means watertight. It is a common practice to convert
quantitative observations into frequencies of classes for goodness of
fit test and conversely to associate numerical values with categories.
However, the models and procedures appropriate for the two cases
do turn out to be different. We shall make rather weak assumptions
about the underlying distributions and in that sense offer non-
parametric procedures.

1. The Problem (Quantitative data)
Literature on non-parametric tests for one-way layouts is quite

extensive (see e.g. Hodges and Lehmann [13] Kruskal [16], Sugiura
[18] etc.). The results available for two-way data are relatively
fewer. Perhaps the only well known test !for the problem of main
effects is due to Friedman [8]. We propose to describe in the sequel
some new tests for the same problem.

Consider the linear model

where |x is the general mean, (j=l, 2,..., r) effect of ith row, Bj
(7=1, 2..., c) effect of yth column and (Ar^l, 2,..., ntv) is a
random error component. These error components are assumed to
be all independent and identically distributed with a common
continuous distribution F with median zero. In addition, we make
the usual assumptions that Ai summed over i and^i summed oyer j
are equal to zero. The hypothesis to be tested is

Ho ; Ai=A2=...—Ar

i.e. the hypothesis of no row effect.
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2. Test Statistics

(/) Let Wui denote the number of pairs of observations
such that the observation from ijth cell is greater than the

observation from /yth cell. Note that these two cells are in the
same column (jth) and hence given ffo either observation could be
greater than the other .with probability 1/2. Further, diie to the
assumption of continuity ofF, ties occur with probability zero and
can be ignor&d. Ofcourse ties do occur in practice, but could be
resolved by randomisation. It is clear that Wu'j is the Mann-Whitney
statistic for the two cells in question. Let

Uu',= Wu',lnijni,

"-X
•

It can be shown easily that if Ho is true, expectation of t/j is
(r— 1) c/1. For the case nu=n for all i and j we have thestatistic

r

/=1

More generally if the number of observations per cell is not the
same, let mj=Npi}, 0<pij<l, where sum ofPjj over all / andy is

unity. Further let g«=l/p«, qt- =^ i^lPu)-
J

. q..=^9<- and q* ..=^(l/g<.)

^Thenfor testing Ho we can use the statistic
\

cliyiqi

1

r2

For the case r=2 and c=l (t^o-sample problem)^2 is proportional
to the square of the Mann-Whitney statistic. In this sense the latter
is generalized here. Further, for the case and c=l (any r)
let Rm denote and rank of Xnh among all observations in the r sam
ples and let / (r) be a function which equals unity if argument is
positive and zero otherwise.

J
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Then

J — (Xiik—X/iic')

k' i=P^i' k'.

while

„2 Ui/ /= ^ ^I{xuu-xn^)

Thus Ui differs from sum of rank of all observations in the ith
cell by a constant («(« —1)/2). In this sense Si is a generalization of
the Kruskal-Wallis H statistics to the case of two-way data.

{a) Consider r-plets of observations formed by selecting one
observation from each of the r cells in a column. There are 11 W/j

i

such r-pIets that can be formed from observations in the jth column.
Let Viji (Vijr) denote the number of such r-plets in which the obser
vation selected from the i/th cell is smallest (largest).

Let Uij(=Vi}t/n riiu t=\,r,
i

Uit'='^ Uijt and Oi^Uii—clr
J

Under the niill hypothesis all orderings among the components of an
r-plet are equally likely and expectation of is zero. , This fact is
used in constructing the statistic B which generalizes Bhapkar's v-test
(see Bhapkar, 1961)

\ B=N (2r--1)[ 2 jqi. - (^ aijqi. Jlq*..

(in) Let dij=Unr—Ujji and
i

Again, under the null hypothesis expectation of di is zero. The statis
tic T based on ^/<s is

N Clr

[(
^ d'jQi. -{^d,lq,.^^lq*..

2r2

For the case of 1-column (or essentially the/"-sample problem)^<-®)

reduces to the statistic L (F). (see Deshpande, [7]),

%
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The tests consist in rejecting m at a chosen level if the obser
ved value of the statistic exceeds the appropriate upper value of the
chi-square distribution with r-1 degrees of freedom. It has been
shown (see Gore [9], Tan and Gore [19] and Gore [10]) that each of
these statistics has a limiting chi-square distribution with r-1 degrees
of freedom as Ntends to infinity such that rmiN (positive) remains
fixed for all i and j.

It may be noted that while using these statistics no distinction
need be made between orthogonal and non-orthogonal data.

3. Efficiency

Efficiency characteristics of a test do not always remain unchang
ed after generalization. Thus Kruskal-Wallistest, Bhapkar's
V-test and Deshpande's L-test are all generalizations ofthe Mann-
Whitney (Wilcoxon) test and still do not have identical asymptotic
relative efficiency (A.R.E.). H test is usually recommended in
preference to L test to detect differences in locations of symmetric
distributions with thin tails while L is suggested for distributions with
thick tails. Vtest is especially useful for asymmetric distributions.
Further, A.R.E. ofF or Ltest compared to ANOVA F-test is not
the same as A.R.E. of the Mann-Whitney Utest when compared to
t test. However the generalizations offered here have the same
A.R.E. as the original tests.

Consider the sequence of alternatives

where 0<s (real constants) add upto zero. It has been shown (in
Gore [9], Tan and Gore [19], Gore [10] thatundereach of 5
and r has a limiting non-central chi-square distributioi with r—1
degrees offreedom and appropriate non-centrality parameterjas listed
below.

52 : 12 C2 (^ (f))a D

where

(F)=

and

D=

P (x) dx

^ Bhqi. e]lqi. )V..
I

B : (2r --l) DM\2
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where

M2 (/•)= J(1-f {x)Y-^P (X) clx
and

T:-

(2r-l)
(M1+M2) D

where

Ml (F) = F (x) fHx) dx

It follows immediately that A.R.E. (which can be expressed as
the ratio of the corresponding non-centrality parameters) of B test
relative to 6^2 is .

(2r-l)M^/12C^(F))^

which is the same as A.R.E. of V test relative to H test.
A.R.E. of T test relative to B test is

2r2

jMi+MzY

m!

Similarly

which is the same as A.R.E. of L test relative to Vtest. It follows that
earlier remarks about comparison of H, V, and L tests apply to these
generalizations as well. Hence S2''should be used for underlying dis
tribution f which is symmetric with thin tails while T is more useful
for symmetric F with thick tails. B test is preferable for asymmetric
distributions.

For comparison of these tests with parametric ANOVA f-test
the cases of equal and unequal number of observations per cell have
to be considered separately.

Case 1. ihi^n for all / and j. In this case the F statistic has,
under the sequence of alternatives H, a limiting non-central chi-square
distribution with r—I degrees of freedom and non-centrality pora-
meter.
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where is the variance of F. (see Graybill, [11]). ,Using this result
it can be immediately verified that A.R.E. of Sii B and T tests relative
to F test are the same as A.R.E. of H, V and L tests respectively
relative to the one-way ANOVA f-test. •

Case 2. Unequal number of observations per cell. Here we
encounter a technical diflBculty in the comparisons. The ratio of
the hon-centrality parameters now becomes dependent on the parti
cular sequence of alterna;tives (or on ^j's} and hence cannot be ,
interpreted easily. We, therefore, consider another parametric test,
namely the weighted-squares of means test (7) due to Y.ates [2GJ {see
also Bancroft, [1],. jp. 24). It can be easily shown that the Yates'
statistic has under H, a limiting non-central chi-square distribution
with r—1 degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameter.

• c^Djo^ • . '

It follows tha!t A.R.E. of B test relative to Y test is

' r^ (2r-l)Ml c^ v
which is precisely the same as A.R.E. of F-test relative to f-test.

Analogous results are immediate for S2 and T.

4. The Problem (Qualitative or Categorical Data)

Analysis of an rXc contingency table for testing the hypbthesis
of either homogenity of populations or independence of attributes is
by now common enough to have found a place in almost all elementary,
text books of statistics. A two-way contingency table with number
of, rows necessarily equal to the number of columns is of . special
interest though encountered less frequently. Such a table niay arise if
a character is measured by two methods or by the same method on
each of the twins. Here the hypothesis of interest is symmetry; of the

. data. IfP« denotes the probability of an iiidividual belonging to the
yth cell (sum of all P,-, s i, j=\, 2,..., r must be unity), the hypothesis
of symmetry across the diagonal may be defined as

H„ : Pij=Pji for all i and j

A test for this hypotheis has been proposed by Bowkar [5],

A hypothesis related to Ho is the hypothesis of symmetry of
marginal distributions given by

i/i : Pio=P<,i, for all / ,

where the zero denotes sum over the subscript. Stuart [17],
\Bhapkar [4], Grizzle et al. [12], Ireland ef di. [14] Koch and
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Reinfurt [15] have studies the problem of testing Hi. Recently Belle
and Cronell [2] proposed a statistic to test "whether the degree of
asymmetry is the same.in all categories". This notion can be made
explicit in the model in terms of a third hypothesis.

, Hz : Pij=9 Pji, for all /, j (i less thanj).

Since for the symmetric case 0=1 and deviation of 0 from 1
indicates asymmetry, 0 may be called "degree of asymmetry". It is
obvious that both Hi and Hz are weaker than Hq in the sense that
whenever J7o holds Hi (and ifj) holds as well while the converse is
not necessarily true. It is estimation of 6 and testing of Hz which
needs systematic exploration;. Observe thatand Hz are by no
means equivalent.. In fact Hi and Hz are both true if and only if Ho
is true.' ' ; ,

5. Estimation and Goodness of Fit Test

Uiider the hypothesis Hz one can obtain the following m.l.
estimators 0 and Pu by differentiating the log likelihood in the usual
way. ' •

Pu^najN, : 1=1, 2,..., r

and

Pn=ePji i<j, Pji=(nij+nn)IN (1+0) i<j

0=^ ^ nji=NijN2 (say)
i<J !</

Note that 6 is the ratio of the probability of an observationbelonging
to a cell above the diagonar (Pfj, j<7) and the corresponding cell
below the diagonal. The m.l. estimator of 6 given here naihely sum
of all observed frequencies, above the diagonal divided by sum of all
obser\ed •frequencies _below the diagonal, appears heuristically
attractive..

Using these estimates, expected frequencies and usual Pearson
chi-square statistic can be, calculated to test Hz. The degrees of
freedom for the asymptotic distribution of this statistic will be
[r(r—1)/2]—I. Compared to the Bowker statistic for/To, one addi
tional degree of freedom is lost here. This is because an extra
parameter 6 is estimated from the data.

The pearson chi-square statistic is nothing but

i<J 0 ("<>•+,«i</(l + 0) itj (n«-t««)/(l +^)., ,

i
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which after a little algebra reduces to

^ jNi tiji-Nj nay-jNiNz jtuj+nu)
i<j • ' "I

which is precisely the ad-hoc statistic proposed by Belle and Cornel.
We only claim to have justified its use. Note that the diagonal
frequencies do not play any role here as is to be expected since the
mlodel Hz is not related to the corresponding probabilities. f

6. Application, 1;

A model can be claimed to be useful only if it helps us under
stand some data better than other available models. This turns out

to be the case for the data from case records of the eye testing of
.7477 employees in Royal Ordnance Factories (see Table 1). The

TABLE 1 !:
Unaided Distance Vision of Women

(with expected frequencies under H2 in brackets

Right Eye

Left Eye

Highest
grade

Second
grade

Third
grade

Lowest;
grade

ii

W Highest grade 1520 266 124 56
(268.4542) • (129.3950) (54.7646)

n
Second grade 234 1512 432 " 78 t

H • (221.5458; (426.3052) (85.9054;i

Third grade 117 362 1772 205 ;;
0 (111.6051) (267.6947) (206.1729);;

Lowest grade 36 82 179 492
(177.8272)

hypothesis Hi was tested for the data by several authors using ;
different tests and in each case it was rejected. Thus we know that

the data do not exhibit symmetry of marginl, distributions. It is
therefore of interest to check whether the data exhibit homogeneity
of . degree of asymmetry. Table 1 includes expected frequencies
under H2 in brackets in off diagonal locations. For diagonal
locations, expected frequencies are the same as observed. Here
estimates of 9 is 1.1594 and the Pearson chi-square (5 d.f.) is 6.2611.
This value is less than the upper 20% point of the chi-square distri
bution (7.289). Thus Hz is accepted.
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Summary

It is often possible to generalise a test for two-samples or
several samples problem to the problem of two-way data. Such
generalised versions do not necessarily have the eflSciency characteris
tics of the parent test. We have constructed tests for two-way data
by simply combining statistics for every row (or every pair of cells).
The following tests are generalised. Mann-Whitney U-test,
Bhapkar's V-test, Kruskal-Waliis H-test, Deshpandp's L-test. In all
the cases, the generalised version has the. same efficiency, as the
parent-in comparison with appropriate parametric counterpart.

In two-way contingency tables with number of rows equal to
number of columns, a hypothesis of interest is that of symmetry.
Various versions of this (symmetry across the diagonal, symmetry of
marginal distributions) have been studied in literature. Recently Belle
and Cornell (1971) proposed the possibility of homogeneity of the
degree of asymmetry and suggested an adhqc test. We offer m.l.
estimator of the degree of asymmetry, associated Pearson chi-square
test and show that the model fits a well known data used by Stuart.
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